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CORI N. FAKLARIS – RESEARCH STATEMENT
I am a scholar in human-computer interaction. I work in usable privacy and security, a
subfield that addresses a variety of usability and user interface issues in any system that involves sensitive
data and/or is an attack target. In my work, I use a combination of qualitative methods and quantitative
methods. My focus is on (1) understanding human behavior in these systems and (2) empowering
people who interact with these systems to act securely in ways that meet their individual and social needs.
I study general internet users in the United States in contexts such as romantic relationships, office work,
and higher education. I leverage the insights for novel designs and systems. My work is sponsored by the
U.S. National Science Foundation under grant no. CNS-1704087. I also am supported by the Center for
Informed Democracy and Social Cybersecurity (IDeaS) and the CyLab Security & Privacy Institute.
My research goes to the core of a central problem in computing: the widespread lack of
understanding of cyber-risks that leads to insecure behaviors [19,41,43–46]. This problem has
persisted for decades, in which hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of hours of staff time have
been spent; and yet, human interaction is still blamed in more than 99 percent of cyberattacks [44].
My approach rejects the predominant “one size fits all” paradigm for security training and for the design
of security tools and practices. Instead, I draw on prior work in social psychology, marketing, public
health, and other fields that behavior change unfolds as a process in time and is influenced by relevant
social contacts [6,8,17,18,26,28,36]. My overall contribution is a model of the stages of security
behavior change that will enable designing and directing interventions to those most likely to benefit.
This research so far has led to 15 external publications, including the refereed papers “A SelfReport Measure of End User Security Attitudes (SA-6),” in Proceedings of the Fifteenth USENIX
Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS 2019); “Share and Share Alike? An Exploration of
Secure Behaviors in Romantic Relationships,” in Proceedings of the Fourteenth USENIX Symposium on
Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS 2018); and “‘It’s Problematic but I’m not Concerned’: University
Perspectives on Account Sharing,” in Proceedings of the ACM: Human-Computer Interaction (in press).
My initial thesis findings will be submitted to the 2022 ACM Conference on Computer-Supported
Collaborative Work and Social Computing (CSCW 2022), and the overall findings to the 2023 ACM
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI 2023).
In future work, I will experimentally test this stage model with different interventions by stage. I
also want to explore topics such as how English being used as the language of cybersecurity can be an
obstacle to non-native speakers, and how smartphones influence information judgment. I will publish
future work in high-quality conference venues and in journals such as the ACM’s Transactions on
Human-Computer Interaction and Elsevier’s Computers & Security or Computers in Human Behavior.

Developing a stage model of cybersecurity behavior adoption
McAfee estimates that the global costs of cybercrime have now surpassed $1 trillion [41].
Further, enterprise security awareness training can cost around $300,000 and hundreds of staff hours
[29]. While lower-cost solutions exist (such as password managers), people often are not fully aware of
what they do or use them regularly [24,33,42,46]. To address the problem, we should look to insights that
behavior change unfolds as a process in time, influenced by social contacts [6,8,17,18,26,28,36].
In my PhD thesis, my goal is to develop a behavior stage model specifically for end-user
cybersecurity that accounts for social influences by stage. The benefits of this are that researchers can
analyze a target audience and split it into segments, either by stage in the behavior change process or by
individual characteristics. They then can zoom in and identify the processes or factors that differentiate
each segment and that can explain the evolution of thinking and emotions about the target behavior.
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Towards this goal, I have
conducted remote interviews with
N=17 U.S. residents aged 18 or older.
I find that their adoption of security
practices can be broken down into
four stages: Threat Awareness (Step
1), Security Learning (Step 2),
Implementation of Practice (Step 3),
and Maintenance of Practice (Step
Figure 1: Diagram of the four steps that were common to
4). Social influences are important to
people’s security narratives (N=17) and the social influences
move people to each stage, such as
that were commonly most influential at each step.
Troubleshooting that helps people to
get to Step 4. Usability and other practice characteristics such as Trialability also were important to move
them to Step 3. Obstacles to moving to long-term adoption include skipping Threat Awareness (Step 1)
and a lack of social supports. For those at Maintenance (Step 4), they reported becoming significant social
influences for others, such as giving advice to coworkers or helping older relatives with cybersecurity.
Now, I am collecting a dataset from N<2000 U.S. residents aged 18 or older to test the validity
of these findings with regards to one specific security practice, using a password manager. The results
will give me the distribution of these steps in the U.S. population and data on the associated behavioral
influences. The sample will be of sufficient size to make claims to generalizability [16]. I am collecting
data not just about adopters but about non-adopters, who have been neglected in the behavior-stage
literature. The resulting quantitative insights will be submitted for publication after graduation.
My thesis work is one step toward an envisioned Socio-Cognitive Stage Model of
Cybersecurity Adoption. Its broader impacts could be akin to that of the Capability Maturity Model
[38,47] for software engineering, helping organizations to assess cybersecurity readiness and plan
investments. A secondary product would be the development of an algorithm to predict end-user security
compliance and classify employees by an envisioned Stage of End-user Cybersecurity Adoption (SECA).
Such work could be commercialized to offer it to the public. I also would conduct public scholarship to
spread this knowledge among corporate, government and nonprofit groups and organizations.

Understanding how security attitudes and behaviors connect
A key sub-problem is that many computer users find cybersecurity to be scary, confusing, or
dull [12]. Such negative attitudes are worrying because prior work has found that attitudes are predictive
of people’s behavior intentions and actual behaviors [2,11], and attitude change lies at the heart of
behavioral persuasion [5,27]. To address this problem, researchers need to examine what leads to
different security attitudes and what is their effect on security behavior intentions and on security
behaviors (such as taking a moment to change a compromised password or to set up multi-factor
authentication). However, the field of usable security historically has lacked the robust and varied
measures of attitude and related constructs that have enabled advances in the social sciences. This has
hindered quantitative user research at scale. Researchers have had to create their survey measures of
security attitude from scratch, which is time-consuming. Moreover, such custom studies are not easily
comparable. The alternative to large-scale surveys – interviews – are also time-consuming to design, to
conduct, and to analyze, and they are usually not intended to generalize to an entire population.
I am an expert in creating psychological measures for usable security. The most widely known is
SA-6, for six-item security attitude scale [10]. A person’s SA-6 score is the average of their ratings
(1=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly Agree) of six statements, such as “I often am interested in articles
about security threats” and “I always pay attention to experts’ advice about the steps I need to take to
keep my online data and accounts safe.” To assess SA-6’s predictive validity, I adapted the Security
Behavior Intention Scale (SeBIS) [9] to measure whether a participant recalled engaging in 10 security
practices in the past week. I labeled this new scale the Recalled Security Actions (RSec) inventory.
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Using a Qualtrics census-representative panel (N=209) [10], I found that security attitude, as measured by
SA-6, was significantly positively associated with security behavior intention (SeBIS) and with recalled
security behaviors (RSec), and that attitudes significantly varied by social influences. I now am preparing
a paper on a multi-faceted assessment, SA-13, to address attitudes that are not positive in valence, with
publication anticipated after graduation. The SA-13 inventory enables large-scale research into hesitation
and resistance to adopting security practices (such as using password managers). This will help security
designers and marketers to identify and address people’s psychological obstacles to adoption.

Addressing the socio-technical gap in usable security
A second sub-problem in usable security is that of the socio-technical gap [1], in which the
technical functioning of the system as designed does not support users’ social needs. An example is the “1
user-1 account” design for authentication systems. This design creates a dilemma for system users who
want to keep their data secure but are using the account in a social context, such as a romantic relationship
[23], an office [31], or a research university [in press]. Their logistical and social needs motivate them to
make compromises with security policies and share the account password to enable multiple people to
access a single account. While password managers enable groups to do such sharing securely, many
people either have not tried them or do not use them effectively [4,24].
I have mentored several students in research to investigate these issues, with three achieving
first-authorship of published conference papers. We found, for instance, that romantic couples don’t
use two-factor authentication despite this being a best practice, mostly because it causes issues when one
person tries to log in and the other person can’t answer their smartphone notification. We also found that
workers reported problems with colleagues who were fired or quit, then changed a shared account
password to something unknown, locking them out.
More specifically: Our first paper [23] contributed the novel finding of relationship maintenance
as a motivator for account sharing among romantic couples, along with household maintenance [20], trust
[30], and convenience [30], in a thematic analysis of N=174 open-ended survey responses from workers
on Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk). The
second [31] established that such account
sharing at work is considered “normal and
easy” – though still challenging, in a
qualitative analysis of N = 98 survey
responses from Mturk workers and a
quantitative analysis of N=288 from both
Mturk and Prolific. The third [in press], an
interview study at a U.S. research university
(N=23), contributes differences in account
sharing practices by job role. It notes the
Figure 2: A chart of the 15 most shared accounts, and
influence of educational paternalism, as
percent of people sharing, from an analysis of N=288
shown by trust in the campus authorities to
survey responses on Mturk and Prolific [31].
keep their data and accounts safe; and
academic freedom, which implies no limits on tech use and a lack of top-down security mandates.
Our chief recommendation from this work was to change the design of authentication systems
to allow accounts to be securely shared with multiple people. These changes have been implemented
in several systems, such as Microsoft’s Azure Active Directory [7]. I also worked with assistants to
design and build out a simple social authentication tool. This tool would let a user log into a research lab
account by verifying their answers to questions about what occurred during the last group meeting.

Investigating mobile-social factors in security incidents
A third sub-problem in usable security is that of users’ susceptibility to misinformation. From
2013 to 2018, the number of cybersecurity breaches in which attackers used so-called social methods,
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such as spearphishing or other types of misinformation, increased from 17% to 35% [39]. During this
time, mobile’s share of global internet traffic increased, to about half by 2017 [48]. Given these statistics,
it is reasonable to suspect that the switch to mobile has negatively impacted smartphone users’ ability
to assess and judge information delivered via the internet [34]. Technical factors of mobile devices
that may constrict users’ ability to assess and judge information include smaller screen sizes [49,50],
limits on the ability to view sources and navigate among pages and apps (such as to view SSL certificates
[51]), and a plethora of call-to-action interface elements [21,40]. Psychological factors that may leave
mobile users more open than desktop users to manipulation include increased cognitive overload [34,40]
and a greater willingness to self-disclose [22]. How these factors affect users may also vary according to
context, such as whether a user is multitasking while using a smartphone [34,40] or able to narrowly
focus on a task but constrained by mobile’s technical factors in their ability to make sense of information
[22]. These factors may also vary by social group context, such as whether the phone is used in a multiresident household [20], within a romantic relationship [23], or for work purposes [31].
I am eager to collaborate with other researchers to explore these ideas and possible design
interventions, such as a haptic “buzz” to keep users focused when they are reading news on a smartphone.

FUTURE WORK
My chief plans revolve around my envisioned Socio-Cognitive Stage Model of Cybersecurity
Adoption. I will pursue additional research threads tied to the model. At least two of these will
experimentally validate the resulting model and create and test interventions by stage. A third thread
will experimentally investigate social vs. individually focused interventions by stage. I anticipate
using randomized factorial designs that are deployed first in a pilot lab experiment and second in a largerscale online experiment. Finally, I will investigate my stage model in a field study. I plan to publish the
results of these studies in conference venues such as ACM CHI and USENIX Security or SOUPS, and
journals such as Proceedings of the ACM: Human-Computer Interaction or Elsevier’s Computers &
Security or Computers in Human Behavior.
I also will develop and publish additional psychometric measures for use in human factors in
cybersecurity and in interdisciplinary research. For instance, it would be useful to explore the degree to
which people’s security attitudes overlap with their attitudes toward other types of protective actions,
such as getting vaccinations [3] or buying insurance [35], and how these associate with their
evaluation of risk and uncertainty in general [14,15,32]. I also see commercial potential for these
psychometric scales, as measures such as the System Usability Scale [25] have been built out into
proprietary platforms for quantifying the user experience.
I will mentor undergraduate and graduate students on projects that will further our understanding
of how social contexts and behaviors connect, helping us to empower users who have been overlooked in
mainstream security design. One such project will explore how security jargon that originates in the
English language, such as “firewall,” poses challenges for users whose first language is not English,
and what designs could help them to better communicate about security concerns and problems. Methods
such as diary study, storyboards, and “speed dating” [13] will help define needs and guide the creation
of new tools and materials for non-native speakers.
Finally, I will collaborate with research assistants to design an in-lab experiment with a small
local sample to gather initial data on the degree to which users’ performance on information-assessment
tasks (such as distinguishing “fake news” from authentic journalism in a simulated social-media interface)
differs by the type of device used and the operating system. I anticipate measuring performance using
objective metrics, such as accuracy rate and time-on-task, along with self-reports assessments. These are
an ideal vehicle to introduce students to quantitative measurement of user experience. The insights will be
used to make design recommendations and to guide students’ creation of prototypes to address any
mobile-social factors that are impacting users’ information judgments. The insights could also be used by
companies such as Apple and Samsung to improve the design of their smartphones.
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